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Welcome to the
#billandcoowayoflife
Welcome to Bill and Coo Hotels, Mykonos and we
hope that you have arrived safely!
On behalf of our entire staff and myself we are
honored that you have chosen to stay with us and
look forward in providing you with a memorable
experience.
I urge you to enjoy the Greek summer, the authentic
hospitality, the culinary delights, the beautiful
sunsets, the blue sky and the picturesque alleys of
Mykonos town.
The entire team at Bill & Coo and I personally
are here to make you feel like home by combining
comfort, quality of services and luxury in such a way
that you feel, at some point, that this magical place
has revealed its heart and soul to you.
Thank you for choosing Bill and Coo Hotels and hope
that you have a comfortable and pleasant stay.
Theo
WATCH THE VIDEO

THIS EDITION IS ZAPPAR POWERED!
Wherever you see the interactive
icon you’ll be able to unlock a
live experience to enjoy on your
smartphone or tablet.
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PETER MCDONALD
UNTIL 28/9, DIO HORIA

CLARITY OF SHAPES

ATHEN
S!

5-9/9, BENAKI.GR

Minas has been a devotee of Mykonos and a fervent admirer
of the island. He is not a jeweller or a designer, but a
bohemian poet of shapes, an artist whose works are brilliant
and refined, like jewellery. He says of his creations that, “For
me they’re not jewellery, they’re little sculptures” and goes on to
explain, “I create shapes. Because the shapes are made of gold
and silver, they call them jewellery”. Insisting on perfection for
years, his art is presented through an archaic severity, but also
a fluidity that breathes life into his artwork. On September 5,
he’ll celebrate his 80th birthday and his gift will also be made
from art and culture. It’s the opening of the exhibition, hosted
by Benaki Museum, titled Minas “Clarity of Shapes”. The
exhibition includes approximately 40 black and white photos
by C. Coutayar, “silver prints” on archival paper, numbered
and signed, by the photographer, that will be exhibited until
September 9, 2018. C. Coutayar’s photos will present portraits
of unconventional people of today, of all ages, dressed with
Minas’ jewellery. At the same time, in specially designed by
him cases, some representative creations of the designer, that
are worn by the models in the photos will be exhibited.
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Peter McDonald (born 1973, Tokyo, Japan)
lives and works in Tokyo and London.
McDonald creates colorful painting
compositions depicting scenes from
everyday life of all of us, such as social
appearances and gymnastics classes. So he
draws his heroes only in social connotations
where they spend well interacting with each
other. His last solo exhibition was a year
ago at Kate Mac Garry Gallery in London.
In 2008 McDonald won the John Moore
Painting Prize. Visit the exhibition until
September 28, 2018.
diohoria.com

Art Festival

TILL END OF AUGUST. An annual, high-end

cultural event has arrived to confirm
the special place Mykonos holds among
international destinations. With a
programme that includes concerts (including
Eleonora Zouganeli on 31/8) art exhibitions,
film showings, theatrical performances,
literary and gastronomic events, we have
great expectations.
mykonosartfestival.com

ELEONORA ZOUGANELI

KOSTAS COUTAYAR

i�

ON

T
WHA ’ S

GIRL FROM RIO , 1971
OXIDISED SILVER AND GOLD PENDANT

Ag.Kyriakis sqr. Mykonos Tel. 22890 27 320, Em. Benaki 8 Kifissia Tel. 210 62 33 577
Discover more www.minastudio.com
minasdesigns

PHOTO: A. BOTONAKIS
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BEYOND TRENDS
Patrick Norguet is a Mykonos enthusiast and draws inspiration from its serenity
to design timeless and joyous objects like the ones that decor Bill&Coo. INTERVIEW: IRA SINIGALIA

Is there a

relationship between fashion and design?
That which goes out of fashion becomes part of our
tradition. That which disappears from our tradition
is reborn in fashion.” This quotation by philosopher
Jean Baudrillard summarizes my interests regarding
my work – designing products that are just right,
timeless and joyous, beyond fashion and trends. Fashion is interesting but
varies according to the seasons: my work involves issues that extend over
longer periods of time.
What was your biggest dream in life?
My biggest dream is to continue to dream every day and to share my
dreams with those closest to me.
Do you draw inspiration from Mykonos? In what way?
Mykonos is a serene place, and I need this serenity to design and take the
time to think about new projects.
I love being far from the hustle and bustle of the city, to remove myself
in order to be immersed in the creative process. Tranquility is one of the
essential ingredients of my inspiration.
How are your creations with Bill and Coo connected to the global
hospitality concept?
Hospitality, and in particular Bill&Coo Mykonos, is above all a place of
tranquility and excellence; more than a hotel, it exemplifies the art of living!
It is a place that evokes a luxurious atmosphere – its setting, its services, its
uniqueness and the fastidiousness of its decorations.
I am ecstatic that my creations are part of the décor, as they also evoke a
certain level of refinement and modernity that contributes to making Bill &
Coo unique.
Would you consider your aesthetic approach to be
closer to the French or the Italian style? Could it
even be considered a touch Scandinavian?
I do not think aesthetics are so clearly defined in
my line of work, and I do not approach my projects
from this perspective. Every single one of my creations
is contextual and my inspiration stems from distinctive
features: materials, factories, clients, processes, machines…
Through my designs I aim to find what seems correct
in the arrangement of the details, materials and forms.
Much like a writer, my work consists of putting the
most relevant “words” together to create meaning
and thus, to narrate stories.
Do you believe in archetypes in the conception or
16

creation process?
Yes, of course archetypes exist: they are part of
our culture. I particularly love to be inspired
by them, since creation is always based on
our heritage. This allows us to design our
contemporary world. Modernity without
archetypes is not really modern at all!
What future is there for furniture design?
A complicated future, much like many other
sectors. There is a saturation of offerings and of
copying, and more and more we are living in a
world of fleeting images.
Yet, objects and furniture are not designed to be
transient or ephemeral. Thus, it is important for
a designer to create unique products, of great
quality.
There will always be people who understand
the stories of shapes and forms, since what is
“beautiful” is able to improve our lives and our
surroundings considerably.
In your opinion, which material seems to be the
most inflexible and require the most patience?
Is there one you would like to “tame” in the
future in order to try something different?
I like materials quite a bit, but above all, I prefer
the processes that allow for their manipulation.
It is interesting to push the limits. My passion
is to work with the actors of these
transformations and with
the application of matter.
And often, innovation
stems from challenging
this process and from
experimentation.
Besides, I do not have any
preferred materials: they are
all available to me and I
look to put them together,
much like a chef, to add
just the right flavour to
my creations.

“Much like a writer, my
work consists of putting
the most relevant “words”
together to create meaning
and thus, to narrate
stories”. Just like the “Kobi”
creation, a chair with shell
in enamelled or chromed
steel.

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

Bill&Coo
exemplifies
the art of
living.
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PREMIERE BEAUTE
We met Didier and Sophie Guillon, founders of the renown Valmont house in the
occasion of Valmont Spa in Bill & Coo. INTERVIEW: IRA SINIGALIA

You’re the

leader of a company that is at the forefront in
the beauty. What does beauty mean to you?
Didier: My answer will be very simple, but
will not be focused on the cosmetic, which is
our core business. It will be in relation with
art. The claim of the group is, when art meets
beauty and if you ask me, what does beauty mean for you, I would say,
art. Why art? Because it’s a tool of differentiation for our company,
it’s a way to show to our clients that, we’re not just selling cosmetic
products, but we also want them to participate, to share emotions
through experience.
In what way do you approach emotion Mr. Guillon? What do you
think emotion has to do with your conception of beauty?
Didier: If I organise an exhibition in Hydra, I select the art works to
give to the visitors, the maximum of emotion. It’s my choice, of course,
I will create a concept of the exhibition, to bring them the possibility
to feel emotion and they see the exhibition.
Many painters and artists have talked and been involved with the
case of beauty, so I think it’s very relevant to the Valmont approach
to beauty. So, what about the philosophy of your company?
Sophie: I have my own vision of beauty as well. There’s something
more basic and classical in the minds of people, in terms of beauty,
but beauty, when I think of it in a Swiss way, is scientific beauty. For
me beauty is definitely the outlook of harmony, that you have on your
face, while not bringing you artificial beauty, meaning colourful things
to put on your face, we put on your face, health and a healthy skin. It
means, we really work on the skin. It is very important for us, because
then you have a very strong and steady roots, of what we call beauty.
Switzerland has a long tradition of beauty, but it’s more internal
beauty, in terms of science, everything you swallow or go and see on
your face. The creams of Valmont are very much linked to science, so
that’s why this is for us the food for the skin, but healthy food. So, I
always say, we do not make a woman beautiful, because if she’s ugly, it’s
her problem, but, we will make her skin look very radiant and healthy.
Everybody says, we can see an improvement on our skin, when they
apply Valmont. And the way Didier has given another dimension to
beauty, is the fact that he’s adding art to our world. So, my view is
very scientific, very basic, but the concept we do is as I said, the higher
your age is, the lower your firmness is, so, it’s like a mathematical
function and mathematics started in Greece, so we have all the
philosophic people and the mathematicians are all from Greece, that’s
our basis and from there, we have added an emotion into our world of
seriousness, of Switzerland.

Is there a stable philosophy that
characterises you through all these years?
What is the core of your philosophy? You
talked about emotion.
Didier: We started from a clinic with this
notion of efficacy. It’s cold. Cold means, we
want to be the best in terms of efficiency,
it’s the objective of Valmont. But today, the
clients, of course they want the efficacy,
but they want also to discover other worlds
and it’s why we like Bill & Coo, because
I was yesterday at Bill & Coo, I had this
opportunity to have this very innovative
diner. It’s why people also want to share.
It’s not black and white. You can have some
great area. Sophie is right. The emotion
is new, but it’s a trend. It’s something we
want. But at the top of it, I would say that
as we want to transfer our company to our
children and to our daughter, we need to
have something sustainable. We need to have
something which has a strong DNA and we
don’t change, we cannot change the DNA,
otherwise for the next generation, it would be
impossible to manage the company.
Sophie: The philosophy started from a
search of excellence, in terms of ingredients

Clients want
efficacy but
theyt also
search for
new worlds
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and formulas and the latest procedures
and processes inside the formulas. I would
say it has changed a little bit, to integrate
the research of global emotions and global
experiences, including the emotions and
sharing of visual beauty, in terms of art.
What is it that excites you in your work?
Didier: When Sophie is launching a new
product, she asks me to come up with a
design for the communication visual, so
yes, we share this. But my emotion, I have
it when I visit a gallery or I see a new artist.
For example, this morning I discovered a new
artist I didn’t know. She’s doing crazy artwork
and my dream is to have one of her artworks
in the department store in Lausanne.
Something totally crazy.
Sophie: My excitement is that I have a
special view of the ingredients. So, when you
have a classic presentation in terms of new
ingredients coming up on the market, I will
not take it in the way it’s primarily meant.
I like a way to divert it, to integrate it into
another concept. That makes the special
way of doing things and treating things in
Valmont. This is what drives me, this is what
thrills me. Because science has no limits and
there’s always a new discovery and there’s
always something that I can grab, to improve
the thing and to make it better for my lady
customer. This is my thrill.
Can you share with us some important
milestones in the course of Valmont?
Sophie: In terms of cosmetics, our formulas
are quite difficult to imitate, but the most
important and the most difficult one is the
renewing pack. For a long time they have tried
to copy it and it’s rather difficult, because it’s
a very, very simple formula, but I improved
by giving it more core, more body to the
formula, so it’s still fresh, it’s lightweight,
but it’s there and you can see the difference
before and after applying it, so you can see
the efficacy in five minutes, so this is what
gave us the opportunity to be adored by many,
many women in the world. So, that was out
of a very light formula. Something that you
can see spectacularly in a few minutes on
your skin. So, this is what I think the magic
of Valmont is. And the other one is the time
after intensive treatment, , that does hydration,
anti-wrinkle, anti-lack of elasticity radiance
and it takes out everything of our four lines
20

So, that was out of a
very light formula.
Something that you can
see spectacularly in a few
minutes on your skin. So,
this is what I think the
magic of Valmont is.And
the other one is the time
after intensive treatment, ,
that does hydration, antiwrinkle.

in the brand and comes up to 19% concentration of ingredients and all
this is vectorised by an (nano) immersion. So, definitely for me, it’s this
element of science what makes me too enthusiastic. So, that’s a very
intensive treatment.
What’s the major change in how women approach beauty and care
in the last 12 years?
Sophie: Plenty. They’re much younger than before and much more
beautiful. We in cosmetics were smart enough to go together with
aesthetic medicine. Because, the injection is good, but if you put it
together with a wonderful, efficient cream, then you will reach skyhigh, the most beautiful glow you will ever have. So now, the injections
are much more precise, nicer, more subtle as well and what we in terms
of cosmetics have improved is the sensory experience of the scientific
ingredients. So today, you don’t have to have a plaster to put on your
skin, if you want to have efficient cosmetics, you can mix both, you can
mix a wonderful touch and a fascinating recipe. So, this is the main
progress, the ingredients are getting smaller and smaller, so they really
hit the target inside your skin. So this is our mission. Not to have a
wonderful formula on paper, but to get the formula in the deepest
part of your skin, to act where it is needed to. That’s the progress. The
vectorisation, the way we take the ingredients and the way we combine
with aesthetic medicine.

www.apriati.com
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FRESH THOUGHTS
It began as a schoolwork with spontaneity and love for healthy eating and ended
up an interesting book with prescriptions for proper nutrition, something that Stella
Sterkoudis loves and has made her way of life as an author. INTERVIEW: LOLA SKALTSA

How were

you inspired the title of the book? You are 16
years old, only.
After some time of reflection I found the
title «The way you eat is the way you love
yourself !» adequate. Since I am writing
about healthy food, I thought that people
should feel happy after meals.
Do you believe, generally, that the people have a bad nutrition?
I believe that 60% to 70% of our health depends on a proper diet. Of
course, environment and culture play a certain role, but in general it is
important to find and keep a healthy balance.
Would you ever think of becoming a businesswoman in Mykonos,
based on your nutritional views?
My roots are in Switzerland and I think that I am still too young
somehow to commit myself yet. On the other hand, my family is
working in the catering trade as well as in the fashion industry so I
might consider challenging possibilities for sure. The kind of cuisine
we are talking about has become sort of a lifestyle having spread
around the world lately. Mykonos still has some catch-up potential!
At the party you are organizing in Switzerland, have you added
cooking recipes from your book and if so, what is the response of
your guests?
No, we did not. But you will find two or three greek recipes in my
book. It would have been too early for me to do so anyway, as I am

still a student and do not have the time that
is needed. It would also be difficult to change
the party menu as a perfect combination of
great Greek food and drink is served at the
event. I really love it.
Writing started from a need or hobby? Do
you intend to evolve it?
It started as a project for the school diploma
aiming at producing a small booklet.
I regularly involved family and friends to
choose the dishes and then I cooked the
meals for them. They mostly found my food
great and delicious. Trying new things is
really motivating and fascinating. In the end I
had collected more than fifty recipes.
Mykonos is connected with your family. What does it mean to you?
My parents got married in Mykonos and I have been christened in
Mykonos. I spent my summer holidays in Mykonos every year since
I have been born. Thanks to a few fantastic people we got to know
during this time, the island and Bill & Coo became our second home.
Mykonos is magic and inspiring.
What are your personal eating habits?
I am not eating 100% vegan and sugar-free. Just 100% gluten-free,
since I have an allergic reaction to gluten. Organic products are a must!
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“The way you eat is the
way you love yourself
because the 60% to 70%
of our health depends on
a proper diet,” says Stella
Sterkoudis

The
environment
and culture
play a
certain
role, but in
general it is
important
to find
and keep
a healthy
balance.
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MYKONOS

WHITE
PARTY

I am so excited!
KAUFLEUTEN KLUB,
ZURICH 9/6/2018
The Aegean Sea’s white, the colour that
illuminates Mykonos and makes it shine,
travels 2.700 km away, bringing the
cosmopolitan island’s imprint. The Mykonos
White Party, conceived and created (for
more than 12 years) by the brothers and
second generation Greeks, Stelios and Sakis
Sterkoudis is THE event of every summer in
Zurich. Over 3,000 Swiss dress in all white
and converge on the six different stages of
the Kaufleuten club to pay homage to Greek
know-how in the domain of quality partying,
to the sounds of disco and house. Top models,
bankers, Olympic medallists and regular
folk from Zurich again this year made their
– white – presence felt under the gigantic
installation representing the windmills, the
Aegean and the – like cubes of white sugar –
Mykonian houses.

BILL & COO @ MYKONOS WHITE PARTY
Like the five past years, the highlight of
Mykonos White Party is the restaurant team
from Bill & Coo Suites & Lounge which
undertakes the culinary “re-enactment” of a
big fat Greek meal. The dishes (presenting a
wide variety of authentic Greek and Mediterranean tastes with a twist) are being prepared
in the club’s cavernous kitchens by a strong
team. Different buffets are set up in three
rooms and yes they are better than any home
cooked Greek food we have ever eaten.
25
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Anchor, ava
in 925 sterl ilable
ing s
or 18k solid ilver
gold

Weigh anchor

IT SYMBOLIZES THE BEGINNING OF EVERY JOURNEY AND THE ARRIVAL TO A NEW DESTINATION.
WHATEVER THE MESSAGE, THE ANCHOR IS AS PRECIOUS AS A SHINING GEM!
What could be more summery than a stylish anchor, in bold metal, threaded on a black or red string? The
perfect accessory for every look and occasion; the casual outfit for your morning walk, the day at
the beach bar with friends enjoying the much-needed refreshing cocktail or the night out, always
in style, always putting your own personal touch. The anchor, a timeless symbol of hope
and stability, could be worn both by you and your partner, while it would also make an ideal
gift for loved ones who want to stand out and have beautiful memories.
MINAS: Aghias Kyriakis Sq., + 30 22890 27320
minasdesigns ∙ www. minastudio.com
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Exceptional
pair of dang
le
with glisten
ing white br earrings
iolette cut
diamonds a
nd natural
fancy yellow
briolette cut
diamonds

Luxury drops

ELEGANCE TRAPPED IN TWO UNIQUE DROPS. THE EPITOME OF STYLE AND GLOW.
Fluid and elegant, drops give a sense of rejuvenation while at the same time emitting dynamism.
Just like the glowing earrings of Kessaris, which reflect your finesse and impeccable style. These
two precious drops of diamonds, women’s favourite gems with bright touches were created to
make you stand out each and every moment like a magnet attracting people’s looks. These unique
earrings are designed for women with confidence who want to lift their outfit to the stars with
jewels signed by an unparalleled brand name!
KESSARIS: 58 Mat. Andronikou Str. (Matogianni), +30 22890 22880,
Nammos Village Psarou, +30 22890 22376
kessaris.gr
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a
Aquazzur
ule
blossom m

Fine strips

RAVISHING COLOURFUL CONTRASTS ON A SENSATIONAL PAIR OF BLOSSOM MULES BY ENNY MONACO ADD
TIMELESS ELEGANCE AND MYSTIQUE TO YOUR OUTFITS.
A pair of shoes can be a statement of femininity and style in itself. Enny Monaco suggest a unique pair of Aquazzura
blossom mules for your night outings, bound to catch people’s attention not only to the detail but also to “the
extremities”, since your gait will be decidedly impressive. The black and white animal print, the elegant lines and sleek
design are the key features that can guarantee the perfect look. Comfortable, convenient and stylish, these shoes mirror
your love for independence through the stripes of a proud and beautiful zebra walking with confidence.
ENNY MONACO: Tria Pigadia, +30 2289 077100
www.ennymonacostyle.com
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TO BREAK THE RULES,
YOU MUST FIRST MASTER
THEM.

THE VALLÉE DE JOUX. FOR MILLENNIA A HARSH,
UNYIELDING ENVIRONMENT; AND SINCE 1875 THE
HOME OF AUDEMARS PIGUET, IN THE VILLAGE OF
LE BRASSUS. THE EARLY WATCHMAKERS WERE
SHAPED HERE, IN AWE OF THE FORCE OF NATURE
YET DRIVEN TO MASTER ITS MYSTERIES THROUGH
THE COMPLEX MECHANICS OF THEIR CRAFT. STILL
TODAY THIS PIONEERING SPIRIT INSPIRES US TO
CONSTANTLY CHALLENGE THE CONVENTIONS OF
FINE WATCHMAKING.

ROYAL OAK
CHRONOGRAPH
AUDEMARSPIGUET.COM

IN PINK GOLD

AUDEMARS PIGUET BOUTIQUES:
ATHENS: 21 VOUKOURESTIOU STREET |
MYKONOS: CHORA-ENOPLON DINAMEON STREET

objects of desire

Rolex Rainbo
w
Daytona Eve
rose

Like a rainbow

“IT COMES IN COLORS EVERYWHERE”, THE EVEROSE MODEL OF RAINBOW
DAYTONA COLLECTION WILL BE THE NEW HIT OF THE SUMMER.
There aren’t too many modern watches that become cult items almost instantly – the Rainbow
Daytona is one that did. Available in yellow gold and white gold in extremely limited numbers,
these watches have become the choice of rockstars and Hollywood elites, as well as the most
prominent collectors in the world. And now, we have it in Everose! The bezel is set with 36
baguette-cut sapphires in a rainbow gradation, the mid-case is set with 56 brilliant-cut diamonds,
the dial is black lacquer with counters in 18 kt pink gold crystals, and the hands themselves are
rose gold. “Coming, colors in the air. Oh, everywhere”. Come on, sing along!
ROUSOUNELOS: 32 Matoyianni Str., +30 22890 22797, rousounelos.com
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handmade
emb
made of cot roidered bikini
ton, silk, ela
stane
and Lurex

Pure gold

THE COLOUR OF GOLDEN SAND IS THE PERFECT MATCH FOR THOSE SILK
THREADS THAT ADD NEVER-ENDING SHINE!
Inspired by the golden beaches and the sunny days of Greek summer, the glamorous swimsuit
by Emmanouela’s Boutique is the absolute eye-catcher on every beach. Made of cotton, silk,
elastane and Lurex, this unique handmade embroidered piece combines comfort with unparalleled
elegance and unpretentious luxury. This golden bikini has been designed and manufactured in
Greece, a fact reflected in its excellent quality, perfect fit and refined details which add a touch
of finesse, even on the beach. Besides, this golden swimsuit could be worn on the beach but also
under a transparent kaftan for a hotter outfit.
EMMANOUELLA’S: 21 Kalogera Str., +30 22890 77970
Emmanouellas mykonos
Emmanouella’s
34

14 Mitropoleos Str., Chora, Mykonos Tel. 22890 77949
karat.mykonos

A LEX A N D RA CHA R MP A LI -W W W.M YK ON OS PHO T OS HO OT IN G .CO M

objects of desire

Sun Rock
ring
Collection ds
on
with diam

Diamonds are forever
TIMELESS VALUE AND OUTSTANDING BEAUTY ARE THE KEY ELEMENTS OF THE SUN ROCK
COLLECTION. THE OUTCOME IS GLAMOROUS PEOPLE EACH AND EVERY MOMENT.

Women love diamonds and diamonds return that love showing the best that hides within them with the
Sun Rock Collection! Sparkling diamonds reflect your beauty and finesse, adding some of their luxury to
your personal shine and charm. Georgios & Co jewellery store puts feminine sparkle on a pedestal and by
means of its spectacular creations, it brings each one of your outfits to the spotlight, making you a feast for
the eyes with every design.
GEORGIOS & CO: Mykonos waterfront, +30 22890 22097, georgiosco.gr
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Handmade
hand w
Obsidia ston ith
e

Magical treasure
INDULGE IN THE ART OF DECORATIVE ITEMS. WHEN YOU COME UP, YOU WILL BE
WATCHING A BEAUTIFUL ITEM.

What lies beneath the crystal water? What shines so bright at the end? Imagine that picture
appearing in front of you. But not in a natural setting. Imagine that you stand in front of a piece
of art, a decorative item which holds within all the beauty of summer nature. It makes you dream
of -or remember- a day with you exploring something wonderful. And you did. You have it in
front of you; a part of paradise which brings nature in your own space.
CHORA ART HOME & DESIGN: Aghios Taxiarchis, +30 22890 71107, 6973 492324
& 43 Florou Zouganeli Str., +30 22890 79363, mykonoschora.gr
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objects of desire

Royal Oak
Offshore Div
er
in blue acce
nts.

Dynamic allure
WITH THE ROYAL OAK OFFSHORE BY AUDEMARS PIGUET ON YOUR WRIST,
TIME IS ON YOUR SIDE LIKE A GOOD OLD FRIEND.

There is nothing more masculine, nothing more elegant than a Royal Oak Offshore by Audemars Piguet, the
world-known Swiss brand. This watch was created for the strong-willed who know how to complete their outfit
with fashionable accessories. Characterised by modern elegance, this true masterpiece has been inspired by the
natural beauty of Switzerland, its pristine waters, the ice and the chiselled cliffs from whose top one gazes at nature
and the clear night sky with its countless stars, a moment also dear to the heart of every watchmaker. Featuring an
open-back steel case, turquoise dial, rubber strap and state-of-the-art mechanism, this fully automatic watch was
designed to simply shine with perfection.
AUDEMARS PIGUET BOUTIQUE: 12B B. Zorzi & Enoplon Dinameon Str.,
+30 2289306726, audemarspiguet.com

objects of desire

Handmade
p
oxidized sil iece made of
v
with cyanid er and gold 14K
e wings and
body of
precious sto
nes

My angel!

YOU WILL ADORE KARAT’S ANGEL AND HE WILL ADD THAT EXTRA GLAMOUR TO YOUR
FINEST SUMMER OUTFITS.
A guardian-angel made for you only is hiding in Karat’s collection of unique pieces. Putting extra
grace and elegance on your neckline, the original handmade jewellery made of oxidized silver and
14K gold features elaborate kyanite wings that surround and protect the minimalist body of a
blue angel embellished with precious stones. A black embroidered string completes the stunning
ensemble, adding to your outfit an air of luxury and style that is simply hard to go unnoticed
KARAT: 14 Mitropoleos St, tel.: +30 22890 77949
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objects of desire

Apriati Ind
ia
full pave in n Bracelet,
18k rose
with fine m gold
ake
brilliant-cu
t diamonds

Like an Indian!
WHEN STYLE MEETS THE LUXURY AND CHARM, THEN WE HAVE
THE ABSOLUTELY INDIAN APRIATI BRACELET!

A brilliant and precious elaborate bracelet with 18K rose gold bindings, brilliants
and diamonds embrace your hand like a strong Indian tie that infuses you a positive
aura. This unique Apriati jewel with leather bindings and a curved shape, to better
fit and emphasize your femininity, will become your best companion from now on,
as beyond its stylistic glow, it is also a glamorous symbol of elegance and aesthetics.
APRIATI: 20 Matogianni Str.,
apriati.com
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genius staff

IN THE LINE OF DUTY
The experienced team of Bill & Coo will take care of everything and make
you feel like home welcoming you with the warmest smile.
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objects of desire

Apriati Ind
ia
full pave in n Bracelet,
18k rose
with fine m gold
ake
brilliant-cu
t diamonds

Like an Indian!
WHEN STYLE MEETS THE LUXURY AND CHARM, THEN WE HAVE
THE ABSOLUTELY INDIAN APRIATI BRACELET!

A brilliant and precious elaborate bracelet with 18K rose gold bindings, brilliants
and diamonds embrace your hand like a strong Indian tie that infuses you a positive
aura. This unique Apriati jewel with leather bindings and a curved shape, to better
fit and emphasize your femininity, will become your best companion from now on,
as beyond its stylistic glow, it is also a glamorous symbol of elegance and aesthetics.
APRIATI: 20 Matogianni Str.,
apriati.com
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genius staff

IN THE LINE OF DUTY
The experienced team of Bill & Coo will take care of everything and make
you feel like home welcoming you with the warmest smile.
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fine dining

PERFECT DUO

THOMAS CHRISOHOIDIS/THOMAS.COM.GR

Ntinos Fotinakis and Angela Simou join their forces at Bill & Coo. What is the
result? ADream Team of taste managing to create exceptional dishes.
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WHO
Ntinos Fotinakis,
Executive Chef
at Bill & Coo Hotels

WHERE
Bill & Coo
Gastronomy
Project
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NTINOS FOTINAKIS

fine dining

CHRISTOS DRAZOS

This page:
Sea urchin ravioli,
prawn bisque,
fennel, pine nut,
artichoke puree and
Salicornia greens.

A delicious
balance of
great taste,
colours and
aromas.
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fine dining
Beetroot
marshmallows
with walnut.
Kataifi quail
eggs and truffle
mayonnaise.Rice
chips with smoked
sea bream pickled
onion and tarama.

BOTH PAGES: CHRISTOS DRAZOS

Red snapper, warm
wild green salad,
mung beans, lemon
confit and pepper
sauce.
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Chicken duet celery
puree and peanuts

Imagination
is the key
formula for
spicy art
dishes.
51

fine dining

Her desserts
follow the
tone set by
fresh, seasonal
fruits.
52

BOTH PAGES: THOMAS CHRISOHOIDIS/THOMAS.COM.GR

This page:
Coconut Mousse
made with almond
powder and
coconut, exotic
fruits jelly, milk
chocolate cremeux,
caramel opaline,
fresh coconut flakes,
fresh mango and
lime zest.

ANGELA SIMOU
WHO
Angela Simou,
Pastry Chef at
Bill & Coo hotels.

WHERE
Bill & Coo
Gastronomy
Project
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DISCOVER OUR
MYCONIAN JEWEL
The Leading Hotels of the World is proud
to have Bill & Coo Mykonos among our
distinctive collection of over 400 hotels in 80
countries across the globe.
When members of our Leaders Club stay at
any Leading Hotel – including Bill & Coo –
they enjoy a host of benefits including:
OPPORTUNITY TO EARN FREE NIGHTS
COMPLIMENTARY BREAKFAST FOR TWO
INTERNET ACCESS
PRIORITY STATUS FOR UPGRADE AT CHECK-IN
EXCLUSIVE MEMBERS-ONLY OFFERS AND SAVINGS

Visit reception or LHW.com/Enjoy to learn
more about how Leaders Club can enrich
your travels.
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Leaders Club terms and conditions apply.
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the spa

TEMPLE OF
WELL-BEING
With the Valmont seal, the brand new Bill &Coo Spa is a destination that will
carry you on a unique journey of relaxation.
56

The palette of materials
used for the Spa relates to
the Mykonian architecture.
The collaboration with the
renowned Swiss beauty
brand Valmont guarantees a
high-end quality offered in
simple yet sophisticated new
place within Bill & Coo.

Valmont for Bill & Coo Wellness Spa Suites is the new sanctuary for
rejuvenation, a valuable part of the #billandcoowayoflife.
It first opened its doors in June 2017, redefining the term wellness
and body rejuvenation in a space that combines a relaxing atmosphere
with quality Valmont services. The Valmont for Bill & Coo Wellness
Spa, a truly special space, was designed by k-studio architecture
firm. Its main features include special suites for luxury treatments
built with traditional Mykonian elements, such as marble, stone and
wood, ideal for creating an atmosphere and ideal setting for a unique
wellness experience. Guests can combine amazing treatments by Swiss
Valmont and relaxing massages with Kos Paris essential oils. They
may also enjoy the Spa Suites services: dual treatment beds, a separate
living space for lounging and dining and spacious private bathroom
and changing area. They can also choose the Wellness Spa Suite that
features a sauna, steam room and Jacuzzi, or the Spa Suite equipped
with a Jacuzzi to share a special, relaxing spa experience with their
loves ones. In order to enhance their well-being experience, there is
also an a la carte Wellness Spa Suite Menu, specially designed by the
hotel’s chefs. The collaboration of Valmont with Bill & Coo offers
guests a unique beauty and wellness programme.
Valmont’s “Magicien du Temps” is ideal for a comprehensive range

of treatments with a flair for blending
refinement and unsurpassed anti-aging
effectiveness. Valmont has created beauty
rituals and intensive treatment programs
for every need, in order to counter the
effects of time on the face, body and even
the hair. Through unique and exclusive
protocols, Valmont treatments stand out
thanks to the “butterfly motions” that
characterizes the technique. Much more
than a traditional beauty procedure, Valmont
treatments are fashioned as symphonic
variations. The rhythm of the motions
is at once disconcerting and captivating,
bringing opposites into harmony. Guests
feel both relaxed and reinvigorated, their
skin simultaneously becomes calmed and
awakened. Guests may choose from variety
regenerating and firming body and facial
treatments and unwind in the hands of our
beauticians, who will initiate them into the
magical world of Valmont luxury treatments
and Kos Paris luxury organic oils, the ideal
complement to Valmont’s high-end profile
in skincare. Delicate summer scents surround
guests while blends of rare oils from all over
the world protect, nourish, firm, soothe and
hydrate the skin. The pleasure of refined
textures and fragrances along with state of
the art cosmetic formulas offer efficiency
wrapped in the Valmont Luxury experience.
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the details

Room Anatomy
BESPOKE FURNITURE, UNIQUE
DESIGN, HIGH-END TECHNOLOGY;
EVERY SINGLE PART OF BILL &
COO'S SUITES EXUDES CHARM
AND ELEGANCE.

The design of the suites features traditional
Mykonian elements with a contemporary
feel conducive to a special experience,
according to K-Studio architects.
For instance, the lighting design, by
IFI Group, aims at accentuating all the
different textures and layers of the interior
space. Inspired by the Cycladic tradition,
beds, wardrobes, tables are custom
designed, using oak and chestnut.
Linen fabric render the naturalness and
aesthetic quality of the islands while
the decorative pieces signed by Myran,
exclusively designed for Bill & Coo, create a

1

3

2

1. Molton Brown
amenities
2. Mattressses and
pillows by Coco-Mat
3. En suite bath by
Papapolitis
4. Teak N2 Lounge
Chair by Ethnicraft in
natural beige color
5.Wireless speaker
Sonos Play:1.

4
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CHRISTOS DRAZOS, VANGELIS PATERAKIS

5

warm atmosphere of sophisticated simplicity.
Smart home automations, steam showers,
en suite baths with Molton Brown
amenities, and high-end sound systems by
Sono are the nice finishing but comporary
touches to the suites ensuring a sense of
comfort, relaxation and privacy. Add the
inpeccable service, and time is on your side.
Enjoy the stunning views of the Aegean
in front of your veranda lying on the Pafos
SA custom made day beds and feel the
quintessence of Greek summer. In one
word, serendipity!

6. Bespoke lighting
by IFI-Group
7. i-Pad standing on
Gispen desk organizer
8. Chestnut custom made coffee
table by Pafos SA and marble
from IKTINOS HELLAS SA
9. Pot and vase by Myran
10. Decorative dots by Myran
11. Wall mounted mixer with
spour by CEA (Mil Series)
12. Custom made desk by
Pafos SA
13. Outdoor chair by Fredericia
& TIO outdoor dining table by
Mass Productions
14. Custom made sideboard,
coffee machine Krupps
15. Otto fan by Stadler Form.

6
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9
8
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15

13

12

14
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the project

A NEW LIFE
An important project takes place in Delos, the restoration of the
Stoa of Philip V, one of the first monuments visitors come across
upon arriving at the archaelogical site.
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the project

“The Stoa of Philip V is located near the Sacred Harbour, a continuation
of the Agora of the Competaliasts, just south of the Sacred Temple of
Apollo: the Stoa of Philip, with the South Stoa, delineate both sides of the
Sacred Way towards the Propylaea, creating a monumental access route
to the Sanctuary, lined with numerous bases for votive figurative statues
along its length.
The Stoa is an offering to Apollo from Philip V of Macedon and was
constructed at the end of the 3rd century / beginning of 2nd century
BC, possibly as a form of response to the construction of the South Stoa
by the Attalids. It is a long building, approximately 71 metres in length
and 11 metres in width, built from grey-white marble. Its central façade
faced east towards the Sacred Way and featured a colonnade of 16 Doric
columns, its end symmetrical to jambs and walls with four windows
each. The remaining sides of the building were made up of solid walls.
The building was extended a few years after its construction (perhaps
even by 180 BC), both in length and in breadth. On the west side, an
additional stoa was added, measuring 10,37 metres by 89,22 metres,
with a colonnade facing the harbour and sharing a back wall with the
Stoa of Philip V. On the north side, a room closed on three sides with
a western ionic colonnade was added as a continuation of the original
stoa’s back wall” says mrs Dimitra Mavrokordatou, architectural engineer
and Project Supervisor.
Today, only the building’s foundations survive, but a plethora of
archaeological parts have been collected both inside, near the outer walls
of the structure (almost 800) and in the immediate surrounding area
(almost 1000). “The impressive entablature featuring the characteristic
architrave with the dedication inscription “The king of the Macedonians,
Philippos, son of the King Demetrios, dedicates this to Apollo” survives
almost in its entirety. Today, this has been placed along the length of the
structure, on the Sacred Way, in front of the colonnade” continues mrs
Mavrokordatou.
A stoa is a type of structure commonly found in sanctuaries, agoras and
other gathering places in antiquity, with the purpose of protecting visitors
from weather conditions. In ancient sanctuaries, stoas were used to house
pilgrims during the day and the night, while in agoras they were used
either as permanent stores or temporary stalls. The construction of largescale stoas spread during the Hellenistic ages and were usually offerings of
64

powerful leaders to a sanctuary or a city, much
like the Stoa of Philip V.
“In terms of managing, protecting and
showcasing the monuments of Delos, the
Ephorate of Antiquities of the Cyclades has
designed a programme of comprehensive
interventions that aim not only to preserve our
precious heritage from the relentless effects of
time in the extreme conditions of the Cyclades,
but also to make the site understandable and
accessible to visitors, while also revealing the
grandeur of this sacred island.
The restoration of the Stoa of Philip V, with
a total budget of 550 million euro, is funded
by the Paul & Alexandra Canellopoulos
Foundation and is implemented by the
Ephorate of Antiquities of Cyclades. Upon
the completion of the project, the monument
façade will be restored following the
restoration/completion of the foundations and
the euthynteria, and the reconstruction of part
of the stylobate/toichobate with new ancient
materials on the façade and narrow sides of
the structure. Also, the façade colonnade will
be partially restored with ancient salvaged
materials, and finally, sections of the walls of
the façade and the side walls will be restored”
says mrs Mavrokordatou. In the meantime,
the relevant classification of architectural parts
not used in the reconstruction will have also
taken place and will be organised into specially
designated areas.
“Work on the project began in the summer
of 2017. The first phase involved cleaning the
structure’s interior space, the extension and
surrounding areas, necessary in order to record
the current condition of the monument and

The Stoa of Philip V is
located near the Sacred
Harbour of Delos. The
restoration is implemented
by the Ephorate of
Antiquities of Cyclades.

The
restoration
will add a 3D
aspect to the
archaeological
site
to collect all the relevant architectural parts. Moreover, all the ancient
pieces from the structure and the extension were identified, numbered and
recorded, and special architectural fragments were designed.
During the second phase of the project, in the middle of autumn, the
thick vegetation in the inaccessible marshland area on the west of the Stoa
was cleared, an expanse of almost 600 square metres where, according
to archival material, many pieces of the structure and its extension were
deposited in the early 19th century. After this cleaning intervention, the
findings of ancient materials was impressive, as more than 1.000 pieces
were found, 900 of which could be identified as belonging to the Stoa. The
exhausting work of the methodical recovery, identification and temporary
classification of the findings was completed by specialized personnel.
In December 2017, the third phase of the project was completed, during
which approximately 300 architectural pieces from the other two areas
near the harbour were discovered (in thick vegetation), identified and
recorded. At the same time, the three-dimensional representation of
architectural fragments began.
This work was completed in 2018. At the same time, the current
condition of the monument was recorded using photogrammetry. A
drone of the Ephorate of Antiquities of Cyclades took images of the
site following a fully-automated process, designed in the framework
of a highly accurate geographic basis. The result is firstly geometrically
precise, since this process ensures optimal flight data (altitude, aerial
photography, positioning of camera in space etc.), and secondly, ensures
a comprehensive total number of shots, in this case over 1000, from a
low altitude of 10 metres above the ground. Lastly, recently in June 2018,
began the preliminary works for installing a bridge crane on the long
eastern side of the monument. The installation of the bridge crane is
expected to be completed within 2018” says mrs Mavrokordatou.
There are numerous benefits that will come of this restoration project.
“First and foremost, is the protection of the numerous architectural parts
that are currently dispersed throughout the site, which will be conserved,
classified and some even replaced on the actually monument, thus
liberating it and making it more accessible. Also, the restoration of one of
the finest monuments on Delos in an area where most structures survive
only as ruins will add a three-dimensional aspect to the most important
part of the archaeological site” stresses mrs Mavrokordatou.
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the tradition

Paraportiani, one of
the most recognizable
buildings on Mykonos.
Its construction boasts the
Cycladic architecture.
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CLOSER TO GOD
If when the name Mykonos comes to mind, you think about endless parties, then
you miss an important part of the religious tradition of the island.

800
Churches and chapels
(approximately) exist on
the island of Mykonos.
Modern churches are
built as a religious
act of devotion or to
commemorate where a
miracle is believed to have
taken place. Furthermore
chapels and churches were
built to place the bones of
dead family members in a
shrine.

60
ARE THE OLD
CHURCHES IN CHORA

1542

Founded the monastery
of Panagia Tourliani. The
marvelous, carved- wood
“baroque” rood screen
in the three-chambered
church, the bishops throne
and the ambonas (late 18th
century) are said to have
been made in Florence. The
architecture of the complex,
by the simplicity of its
grandeur, impresses the
visitor who will carefully
observe the marble belfry
and the water spigot in
the courtyard which are
elaborately decorated with
carvings.

4

ARE THE MONASTERIES
IN MYKONOS. AGHIOS
PANTELEIMONAS (17TH
CENTURY) AT MARATHI, AT ANO
MERA THE GREAT MONASTERY OF
PANAGIA TOURLIANI (16TH-18TH
CENTURY), THE MONASTERY OF
PALEOKASTRO (18TH CENTURY), AND
AGHIOS GEORGIOS IN AMPELOKIPOS.
DURING THE PAST THERE WERE
SEVERAL MORE SUCH AS AGHIOS
LOUKAS WITH ITS RELIGIOUS SCHOOL
OF THE 18TH CENTURY, WHICH IS
TODAY THE CEMETERY OF CHORA.

5

ARE THE
SMALL
CHURCHES
THAT CONSIST
PARAPORTIANI.
THE CHURCH OF
AGHIOS EFSTATHIOS
IS IN THE CENTRE
OF THE COMPLEX,
SURROUNDED BY
THE CHURCHES OF
AGHIOS ANARGYROS,
AGHIOS SOZON AND
AGHIA ANASTASIA.
ON TOP OF THESE
FOUR CHURCHES,
REMINDING A
DOME, THERE IS THE
CHURCH OF
VIRGIN MARY.

1668

FOUNDED THE ONLY CATHOLIC CHURCH ON THE ISLAND
DEDICATED TO THE VIRGIN OF ST. ROSARY AND IS
CALLED THE CATHOLIC CHURCH OF PANAGIA RODARIO.
IT IS NEAR THE ICONIC WINDMILLS OF MYKONOS.

50 ARE THE MOST IMPORTANT RELIGIOUS FESTIVALS CELEBRATED IN MYKONOS.
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close encounter

INSIDE
STORIES
Natural born or naturalized Mykonians, they share the same love for
their beautiful island. Meet the islanders!
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PHOTOS BY THOMAS CHRISOHOIDIS/THOMAS.COM.GR

Dimitris Passaliadis, the successful businessman
and owner of Remezzo for the past 5 years, has
taken Mykonos’ renowned haunt a notch higher,
keeping alive the myth of one of the oldest
classic hangouts on the Island of the Winds.
Rather reticent at the beginning, he put all his
love and devotion into this meeting point of the
international jet set and it all paid off impressively
well. Passaliadis identifies himself with Mykonos,
its history and what it represents, since he is also
a man from Mykonos who knows his homeland
well. Working for Remezzo is a stress factor in
itself, he admits, and yet it is also his personal
psychotherapy and his escape to creativity. He

feels complete doing the things which make
him content and seem to work at the same
time. Therefore, he feels obliged to carry on the
tradition which began 50 years ago, confident that
his best-loved bar-restaurant is the absolute choice
of every visitor.
To the demanding audience of Mykonos, made
up of both Greeks and visitors from all over the
world who inevitably compare Mykonos with the
top spots around the world, Remezzo continues
to offer the most beautiful sunsets and the best
parties ever.
As for the owner’s next plans, more surprises are
on the way!

Dimitris

Passaliadis
OWNER OF REMEZZO BAR-RESTAURANT

01
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in Mykonos and Greece, as well as all over the
world, from Australia to America. “What I do
is very particular, but I’m not forced into doing
things that I don’t like. It’s heavy work, with stone
and cement, but I won’t change it for anything,
even if I’m living in cosmopolitan Mykonos.” She
chooses a quiet, bohemian life. “Mosaic work is
a bit lonely. I don’t want to be in the middle of
things and my workshop/shop is in an alley off
the centre. All the guides pass through there,
because it’s one of the few chances that tourists
have to see me up close, cutting with hammer
and anvil, just as it was done in ancient times and
buy a completely authentic Delos art object.”

Irene

Syrianou
DEDICATED TO DELOS AND ART

02

PHOTOS BY THOMAS CHRISOHOIDIS/THOMAS.COM.GR

Born in Delos, Irene is one of the few people
on the planet that can declare the uninhabited
Delos as her origin. Her father was a worker
for the French Archaeological School and a
farmer and one of the few people who had a
small house in Delos. “I’ve grown up in Delos
and Rhenia and my influences are very clear. I
worked in Delos too for ten years and I raised
my daughter Georgia there. I carry its charm
and magic with me always.” She’s of an artistic
nature that doesn’t fit in moulds, but reproduces
in the most authentic way with mosaic tiles,
representations of Delos in small art objects up
to large frescoes, floors and pools that adorn villas

PHOTOS BY THOMAS CHRISOHOIDIS/THOMAS.COM.GR

Nicknames follow Mykonians for generations
until they “seal” the surname itself. So it is with
Yiannis, who’s a Mykonian by birth, whose
nickname, given to his father, Manolis, who’s
origin is from Limnos, follows him. “My mother
had this lot as a dowry in Aghios Stefanos and
my father’s dream was to make a traditional
Greek taverna there. Despite many objections
from the family he did it in 1995.” His dream has
been a reality for 23 years now. “We love what we
do and we keep a pure Mykonian identity with
honest food and honest prices. Even the lamb
chops, which are our specialty, originate to a large
degree from Delos and Mykonos farms.” Sport

and fishing is what he loves to do when relaxing.
His favourite place on the island: “my quiet home,
with no neighbours, with a beautiful view of
Delos and the port.” He would like to regulate the
traffic issue on the island, “the traffic on the roads
and the many umbrellas on the beaches bug me”,
but there’s the winter, so for six months there’s
quiet on the island. Every evening, wherever he
is, at work or at home, he spends a few minutes
watching the sun set behind Delos. “I find myself
remarking how lucky I am to have this view every
day.”The energy that its light broadcasts inspires
him to keep the Mykonian identity of the shop,
while he doesn’t want to skimp on the quality.

Giannis

Konstantaras
OR “LIMNIOS”, OWNER OF LIMNIOS TAVERN

03
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success story

BEEFBAR ON THE COAST

MEAT THE HEAT
The famous meat-eating restaurant landed on Mykonos, next to Bill & Coo
Coast and with Ntinos Fotinakis curating the flavours, expresses a great
dynamic which is effortlessly reflected in the dishes. BY TASOS MITSELIS
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Kobe beef
Until 2014, Japan forbade
the export of Japanese Kobe
beef. But in 2014, Giraudi
became the first and largest
importer of certified Japanese
Kobe beef in Europe.
Kobe beef is Japanese beef
(from the Japanese Black
breed) that was born
and raised in the Hyogo
prefecture, near Kobe. Bred
in the tradition since 1200,
the cattle is fed with fresh
& clean water, and a mix
of crop silage (grass, rice
straws, corn) for 900 days,
in a relaxing and stress-free
environment.
Therefore, the meat reaches
the highest level of marbling
(also called “sashi” in Japan).
To be certified as Kobe, and
to receive the Emperor’s
symbol (the Chrysantemum
stamp), the meat has to
follow 10 golden rules such
as : born and raised in the
Hyogo prefecture ; Japanese
Black breed ; between 28
and 60 months ; specific
weight ; sold in Hyogo…
Kobe beef is slightly firm,
putting up the barest
resistance to the fork. Its
nutty flavor is deep, delicate,
refined.

The Beefbars
remain
absolutely
true to the
incomparable
quality

CHRISTOS DRAZOS

The first Beefbar was created by Riccardo Giraudi in Monte Carlo in 2005
and in thirteen years spread, together with its fame to Hong Kong and New
York. Let me open a parenthesis. If you take a look at social media, you’ll
see many international jet-set personages posing, holding its famous mini
burgers pinned with the small flags or taking selfies among cocktails with
a background of the “snowy landscapes” of Kobe. You might be wondering
if there’s any significance in me mentioning this. Everything plays its part.
Although the Beefbars remain absolutely true to the incomparable quality
of their ingredients, as well as the way it’s handled. And that’s where they
score all the goals. Parenthesis closed. So, after those cosmopolitan moves,
its coming to Mykonos in 2015, did not seem out of place. Then, it had
attached itself to the famous Nammos, as a corner of the restaurant and
three years later it became independent, in one of the most charming and
luxurious seaside hotels of the island, the Bill & Coo Coast of Theodosis
Kakoutis, in Aghios Ioannis.
Beefbar on the Coast has a good aura and the front rotundas in the sand
with the mulberries and the sea nearby filling the frame, create a relaxing
setting, that puts you in a zen mood to even take your shoes off. The
preparation board dominates the space, with a bunch of arrayed vegetables
like in a greengrocer’s, bursting with freshness. Then your eyes go to the
fridge with the Australian Black Angus, the American Wagyu from the
Snake River farms and of course, the Rolls Royce of meats, the Kobe beef.
In 2014, Giraudi became the first and largest importer of certified Japanese
Kobe in Europe. Of course, all these velvety meats need the corresponding
touch on the grill and this is where the Mykonian base of Beefbar starts
to become more interesting. The restaurant’s menu, apart from the classic
specialties that can be found in all the branches, has the gustatory curation
of the executive chef of the Bill & Coo hotels, Ntinos Fotinakis. He’s a first

class chef, who has matured for thirteen years in
the kitchen of Spondi restaurant. Ntinos grew
with the restaurant, stood next to very significant
chefs, Arnaud Bignon for instance, who he
(literally) gets emotional about, spent his cooking
youth there, celebrated the first and then the
second Michelin star there, he took, learned, lived
the pulse and when the wings started budding
on his back, left the security of a big house
for his next dreams. So, he found himself in
Mykonos and took over Bill & Coo, an excellent
and acclaimed restaurant, from Athinagoras
Kostakos, but by all indications, his involvement
with Beefbar has for him the same importance.
I felt it immediately, tasting the fantastic spinach
pie with greens and herbs, which he gathers
from the surrounding area, feta cheese and a
masterfully baked crust worthy of a seminar.
Really, despite the restraint exercises I had
practiced all morning, I couldn’t resist it and if I
hadn’t known what was to follow, I would have
wrapped another one up and taken it to the
hotel. A unique Beefbar patent worldwide, where
Fotinakis also has a part and sends it “elsewhere”,
is the Kobe Beef gyros pitta. The pastry, baked in
the oftos manner, is his grandmother’s traditional
recipe and the tzatziki has been woven so
delicately, confirming once again his advanced
dexterity, as well as his desire to orchestrate the
ingredients of the dishes harmoniously, without
losing their expressiveness, exactly as it happens
in the significant gastronomic restaurants. He
also brought out a really proper ceviche sea bass
in the beginning, but he had the “misfortune” to
bring it out with the unique jamon de buey de
Kobe, a cold meat like no other. Its steep price
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It has a good
aura and the
front rotundas
create a
relaxing
setting
attests to that. Very good were the quesadillas de
la casa with kobe and angus.
I also find the restaurant’s ordering flexibility
very clever. So, if you want, you choose two or
three little items from the menu, you open a
bottle of wine or just a glass and with less than
€80 per person (don’t forget, you’re in Beefbar
and in Mykonos), you spend a very pleasant
lunch or supper. They have absolutely no issues
with what you order and they don’t look at you
askance if you don’t choose one of the meats
that will inevitably raise the bill sky high. But
if your pocket can stand it, definitely try the
provocatively delicious wagyu reserve (although
you should go without the signature spice mix,
because it kicks somewhat in the small pieces),
from the Snake River farm or the very high level
and unbelievably delicate emperor’s cut from the
precious Kobe range.
I would be remiss, if I didn’t applaud
Guillaume Reboul’s robust technique in
grilling the meats. Personally though, next
time I go, I’ll completely surrender myself to
Fotinaki’s silky potato puree with truffles, that
accompanies the meats, which fortunately is
served independently. Leave some space for
the desserts, which bear the signature of the
very talented pastry chef Angela Simos. We
knew her from her very worthwhile work at
Bill & Coo, during Kostakos tenure. The bitter
chocolate with a layer of caramel in between,
is a dainty sweet, whose recipe I would like to
have on my fridge door, with the condition
that I can make it, when I seek something that
will lift my mood.

Who is who
Tasos Mitselis is a culinary
journalist, food critic in
FNL and member of the
FNL Best Restaurant
Awards culinary prizes
committee. His favourite
motto is a quote by Francois
de la Rochefoucald: to eat
is a necessity, but to eat
intelligently is an art. He
has studied Political Sciences
at the Panteion University
of Social and Political
Sciences in Athens, where
he lives and works since
2002. He loves winter and
London.

Beefbar on the Coast
Aghios Ioannis, Mykonos, Tel: (+30) 22890 77865, http://mykonos.beefbar.com
Hours: daily, noon and evening.
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BEEFBAR

The
timeline
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The first Beefbar opened in Monaco.
Here the best meat origins & cuts
are carefully selected by Giraudi and
then worked as a complete ingredient.

Beefbar opens in Mexico in a place
where you can enjoy favorite dishes with
the same standard of quality.

Beefbar opened in Hong Kong.
One year after its opening, it received its
first Michelin star.

MONACO

MEXICO

HONG KONG

2005

2011

2015

PORTRAIT: ADRIEN DASTE

WORLDWIDE

Of course, all these velvety
meats need the corresponding
touch on the grill and this is
where the Mykonian base
of Beefbar starts to become
more interesting. It also
offers fruity cocktails and
a pleasant environment to
enjoy diner with a sea view.

The Beefbar Butcher Shop opened in
Monaco. It is a destination where clients
can buy exclusive cuts of the highest
quality.

Beefbar on the Coast opens in Mykonos in
a facsinating setting near the Aegean sea.

Facing the famous Lànchìd bridge, the
new Beefbar offers a unique experience in
a gorgeous timeless architecture.

New Beefbars opened in Dubai and
Budapest, as well as the Beeftro by
Beefbar in Luxembourg. Four more are
planned to open through this year in
Rome, Paris, Beijing and Riyad.

MONACO

MYKONOS

BUDAPEST

DUBAI

2016

2017

2018

2018
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Clockwise: Aghios
Stefanos, Ftelia, horse
riding on Korfos beach,
Beefbar on the Coast
in Mykonos on Aghios
Ioannis beach, Super
Paradise, a view from
Nammos.
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Epic Sun

THOSE BEACHES ARE THE REMINDERS THAT SUMMER ON MYKONOS IS HERE TO STAY. ENJOY THEIR PARTY ATMOSPHERE
AND GET THAT REFRESHING FEELING OF PLEASURE UNDER THE SUN.

AGHIOS IOANNIS
Protected from both northerly and southerly winds,
the beach is divided in two
by some gentle rocks and
boasts the stunning sunset
featured in the 1989 film,
Shirley Valentine. Among
the beach’s strong points
is the interesting seabed
towards the right, ideal for
snorkeling, the very fine
pebbles that are perfect for
natural reflexology and for
barefoot luxury lovers. Do
not miss the chance to visit
the Beefbar on the Coast
in Mykonos (mykonos.
beefbar.com)

ELIA
It has many advantages, as

the spacious parking and
water-sports school that offers a lot of choice for more
active beachgoers. Do not
forget that it is one of the
bigger sandy beaches on
the island and that it keeps
a bohemian feeling. visit it
on days with a north wind
for calm waters.

LIA
A small bay with deep crystal waters protected from
the strong northerly winds
which is ideal for snorkeling. This is the alternative
preferred by celebrities who
arrive by boat. For a more
secluded experience, walk
over the rocks to reach the
neighboring Tigani beach.

AGHIA ANNA
(KALAFATIS)
Drive a bit further past
Kalafatis or walk a few
minutes to find the somewhat hidden little beach.
With clean, emerald waters
and sand that continues
some distance into the sea,
the beach is embraced by
ancient Divounia, which
act as wind breakers for
its calm and velvet sandy
beach. Experience the
farm-to-table Greek Island
cuisine served at the Nesaea
restaurant (+30 22890
72130).

AGHIOS STEFANOS
This long golden beach is
ideal for those who wish to

avoid high society, admire
the magnificent views of
the Small Delos islands and
enjoy a magical sunset with
the locals. If you feel like
adventurous, keep driving
towards the protected
Houlakia beach. Swim to
the small cove behind the
rocky shoreline and benefit
from this idyllic location
despite the strong winds.

PANORMOS
This ex hippy and nudist
haunt is reminiscent of old
Mykonos, while it has a
wild beauty with its colours
changing throughout the
day. Don’t miss the August
full moon party here; an
unforgettable experience.

And the chance to spend
a day at the Principote
Mykonos nestled on the
breathtaking beachfront
(principote.com)

PSAROU
It has been experiencing
glory days since the 1980s,
setting the summer’s trends
and defining the concept of
luxury living on Mykonos.
It boasts warm waters even
from the early spring. The
road is quite narrow with
sharp turns and requires attention. You will come here
to see and be-seen. Especially when you have some
time to enter the design
world of Nammos Village
with the new Christian
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Louboutin Pop Up Store,
the Kessaris store and many
more fashion arrivals.

ORNOS
The island’s most popular
family beach attracts all
types of tourists and a few
locals. The natural barrier
created by the settlement’s
houses blocks the strong
north wind which often
pounds the island, while
the south wind does not
affect the sea since the bay,
while large, is closed and
protected. Experience the
first and only Buddha Bar
Beach at Santa Marina
Resort & Villas (santamarina.gr).

PARAGA
It is the first beach on the
island to open and the last
to close, since its favorable
orientation guarantees
warm days from May to
October. There is easy
parking at both entrances:
from Aghia Anna and just
before Paradise. Taste the
traditional dishes at Tasos
taverna (+30 22890 23002)
and the bohemian style
of Scorpios enjoying its
vibes until the night hours
(scorpiosmykonos.com)

MEGALI AMMOS
The beach is ideal for a
quick dip for those who
want to keep within a safe
distance from the Chora.
Accessible even on foot,
the golden beach with fine
sand and northerly winds
is also a great place for
windsurfing. And a luxurious stay with high dining.
Get ready to dive in the
unique pool of Bill & Coo
Suites & Lounge and enjoy
the dishes of the Bill& Coo
Gastronomy Project (billcoo-hotel.com).
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KALO LIVADI
One of the island’s best
organized beaches with a
strong cosmopolitan feel,
covers every entertainment
and taste expectation on a
long blonde sandy beach
with green-blue clear
water, abundant umbrellas,
sunbeds and watersports.
Experience the new way
of entertainment in Lohan
Beach House Mykonos
(+30 22890 72480)

SUPER PARADISE
A landmark holiday destination for every teenager,
“Super” has nurtured generations with frenzied parties
and never-ending fun.
Access by car is good, while
the last incline before the
parking is difficult. Have
fun with exhilarating beats
and fusion or exotic delicacies until late at night. The
perfect setting is Jackie O’
Beach Club & Restaurant
(jackieobeach.com)

AGHIA ANNA (PARAGA)
A sandy beach wedged
between Paraga and Platis
Gialos, Aghia Anna is a
good choice for those who
want some seclusion. It still
maintains, to a degree, the
image of a quiet, family
beach, functioning as a discharging point from its two
noisy neighbors. The beach
faces southwest and gets
the sun until late, offering
the opportunity for longterm sunbathing before or
after enjoying the authentic
recipes of Nikolas taverna
(nikolas-taverna.com). Get
ready for the frenziest dancing at the renovated SantAnna (+30 6956 762847,
santannamykonos.com) and
taste the dishes of the new
Pinky Beach (+30 22890
28497, 6971675868).

PARADISE
It is among the first of
the island’s hot spots to
strongly support the nudist
dogma. Numerous beach
bars are lined on the beach,
inspiring people to get up
and dance. The beach is also
accessible by sea on small
boats (caiques) which depart from Ornos and Platis
Gialos. Spend a joyful night
at Cavo Paradiso with a
dazzling dj programme.
(cavoparadiso.gr)

FOKOS & MYRSINI
Even though buses don’t
reach this beach, it still

Clockwise: SThe
new Pinky Beach in
Aghia Anna (Paraga),
Aghia Anna, Platis
Gialos, SantAnna on
Aghia Anna (Paraga),
Kalafatis, Kalo Livadi

a sense of space which is
ideal for families. Sports
lovers would not change it
for the world; you can try
everything from jet skiing
and banana boat rides, to
parachuting and diving. The
sand is quite pebbly. Get
ready for a diving lesson by
world record holder Waldemar Foit at his W-Diving
school (mykonos-diving.
com)

PLATIS GIALOS
attracts quite a crowd.
Picturesque and calm with
the island’s coldest waters,
Fokos still remains an untouched treasure. Located
right after the artificial lake
of Marathi, the beach is
quite seriously affected by
the north winds. Next to it,
Myrsini with crystal-clear
green waters, is another
small, sandy gem that takes
you away from the island’s
cosmopolitan vibe.

AGHIOS SOSTIS
No make-up, bars, shops,
tourist enterprises or
sunbeds. With wonderful

deep blue water, it favors
snorkeling fans. Here
you will see celebrity and
anonymous nudists, as
well as locals. Best from
May to mid-July and then
in September; avoid the
August meltemi winds
which make conditions
unwelcoming.

KAPARI
A ten-minute walk from
Aghios Ioannis and you
will arrive at one of the
island’s last havens. Nudists
and old Mykonos devotees
gather here daily, while the
concept of organization is

completely absent. Dive
into the sea from the
smooth rocks at the end of
the beach.

AGRARI
On the south side of the
island, Agrari introduce
its charm and calmness.
It has sun loungers and
water sports and can also
be accessed by small boats
from Platis Gialos. The
beach’s right-hand side, by
the rocks, is ideal for diving
and playing games in the
clear blue water. Taste
local appetizers and share
traditional recipes at noon

at Agrari Beach Restaurant
(agraribeach.gr)

FTELIA
Starting from Chora, take a
right turn at the crossroads
to discover the ideal surfing
destination and admire a
performance offered by the
virtuoso surfers. When it is
not windy, the landscape is
reminiscent of a lagoon and
the beach is frequented by a
number of locals and artists.

KALAFATIS
This is one of the island’s
biggest beaches and even
when crowded, it offers

Protected from the winds
and beautiful albeit packed,
Platis Gialos is fairly
developed. Its big plus is
its sporty character and the
plethora of restaurants and
hotels that line the beach.
Do not miss out on the
opportunity to learn how to
water ski on its calm waters.
Taste your skills with jet ski
exercises (mykonoswatersports.gr).

KORFOS
At Korfos beach, you
encounter intense winds
that create the most adventurous waves, the perfect
setting for kitesurfing
(kitemykonos.com).
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desirable items

This page: A summer
creation that you will
find in Jardin of Mykonos.
Opposite page: Inside Enny
Monaco Pop Up store
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FASHION ZONE

Discover one of a kind pieces at the most desirable addresses on Mykonos.
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desirable items
AUDEMARS PIGUET BOUTIQUE
The Audemars Piguet boutique on the island
reflects the international mindset of the
company, that’s based on its cultural heritage,
as well as its good taste and the Cycladic
feeling. The boutique offers a wide range of
men and women’s watches of the top brand,
as well as a pleasant environment, so as for
the customers to enjoy more their time and
choices. Berni Zorzi & 12B Enoplon Dinameon Str.,
Mykonos, +30 22893 06726, audemarspiguet.com

CHORA ART HOME & DESIGN
The awarded for its interior design shop with
special home and decoration items captures
the eye and your interest when it comes to
the renewal of your space. Decorate your
walls with unique pieces that lead you to a
different dimension. Maximum of intensity
with the minimum of means. It is this, that
leads the artists to give to painting a character
of even greater barrenness. And it is the same
power that leads you to adorn your space

Clockwise from left:
Chora Art Home & Design,
Christian Louboutin
Pop Up Store, D.S. Gold
Jewellery.

with artistic objects, as well as a variety of elegant furniture, dining
items, mirrors, handmade lucky charms and of course paintings. Aghios
Taxiarchis, +30 22890 71107, 6973 492324 & 43 Florou Zouganeli Str., +30 22890 79363,
mykonoschora.gr

CHRISTIAN LOUBOUTIN POP UP STORE
It’s the name of the brand that many wanted to hear “landing” on
the island. And it happened. The object of desire for every woman,
a pair of Christian Louboutin shoes, has found its own place on the
Island of the Winds, in one of the most cosmopolitan spots, Nammos
Village with a unique installation on the roof. This brand-new space -the
new venture of Enny Monaco- is now a magnet for the brand’s devotees
and all those who want to see the new, fabulous models, with the inspired
designer’s seal. The characteristic red of his shoes, remains the trademark of
his designs. Come all ye faithful! Nammos Village

D.S. GOLD JEWELLERY
In this store, jewellery is a family affair. For more than two decades,
the owners design and make high quality jewellery, which are suitable
for all tastes and budgets. Knowhow, specialisation and aesthetics meet
with the precious materials in a jewellery shop that has something
for everyone. What will you choose? Aghia Anna, Chora, +30 22890 25251,

EMMANOUELLA’S
It will become - if it isn’t already - the secret of your most brilliant
appearances. Airy, girly designs, romantic creations, uniquely
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sahasgold.com
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imprinted on wonderful fabrics, that show off the body and perfectly
match with the shoes and the handmade jewellery that you can also
find here. The clothes, as well as the jewellery, are exclusive designs by
Manos Chalaris, from his personal collection. The luxury shop offers
designs by other talented creators as well. 21 Kalogera Str., +30 22890 77970.

ENNY MONACO
Let’s talk about colours, vivid prints, sensational designs and premium
quality. In other words, let’s talk about your next visit to Enny Monaco.
Have a glance at Aquazzura’s exotic mules and stunning sandals, the
Gianvito Rossi chunky heels, the elegant hats by Eugenia Kim, the
wonderful Christian Louboutin wedges, high heels and espadrilles,
the absolute summery Mark Cross bags and the innovative items of
Maison Alaïa. Take your time, there are even more stylish choices for
you to make the greatest impression on the island. Tria Pigadia, +30 22890

77100, ennymonaco.com

ENNY MONACO POP-UP CONCEPT STORE
It made its impressive debut last year connecting fashion with art.
A very successful mixing this year combining the couleur local of
Venieris Mansion with impressive furniture by Interni, the sculptures
of Nikomachi Karakostanoglou – Boutari and Lito’s jewels. The
perfect setting for an extraordinary fashion spot on the island signed
by Enny Monaco. Issey Miyake, Aquazzura and Versace Tribute will
be hosted in the concept store this summer with special events proving
that Enny Monaco takes its high-end aesthetics a step further by
“exhibiting” fashion in its own unique way. Mat. Andronikou & Kalogera Str.,
Matoyianni
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Clockwise from left:
Enny Monaco, Georgios &
Co, Emmanuella’s, Karat.

GANT
It’s not an accident that they’re adored and
have traveled to many countries. They’re
distinguished for their quality and endurance,
the result of the right choice of materials and
the science team of the parent company. They
come in a great variety of colours and are ideal
for all hours. There’s a lot of advantages, but you
can add one more. Inside the Mykonos shop,
you’ll find great offers and new models. Kouzi
Georgouli Str., +30 22890 28004

GEORGIOS & CO
Here, everything has been revolving around
handmade jewellery for thirty years. The sun,
the sea, the sand, the ancient Greek tradition
of Mykonos and Delos, are the sources of
inspiration of the great designer Giorgio, who
serves jewel making loyally and consistently
and has loyal fans of his creations from all over
the world. Elegant masterpieces from silver,
gold and precious stones, become temptations
for every visitor of the Mykonos shop. Mykonos

waterfront, +30 22890 22097

JARDIN OF MYKONOS
It redefines elegance and style being a reference
point in the heart of island’s fashion scene with

unique exclusive creations. Exquisite dresses and coverups that will have
you looking effortlessly stylish on the beach and on the island. Jardin
Resortwear Bohemian Concept Store, offers a highly curated selection
of handcrafted creations by Greek designers and many other, all over the
world. Names like, Rossini Hatzi using the finest natural fabrics, Herse
limited edition luxury silk scarves, Nidodileda unique dresses, Miss
June Paris, Park House handmade leather bags, handpainted panama
hats by the Mykonian designer Emmanouela Koumparou, are some
of many more. Definitely, Jardin -The Garden-, is the store that offers
eclectic fashion experience for day-to-night outfits and unique swimwear
creations. In Jardin, get set.. to Jet Set! 23 Mitropoleos Str., +30 22890 27451

KARAT MYKONOS
With the motto “Jewellery for the soul”, the alternative fine jewellery
boutique in the heart of Mykonos downtown makes its statement
with luxury, handmade jewellery by young as well as established Greek
designers, made with silver and gold, impressively merging the traditional
with the modern. Exceptional and unique jewels handmade by Greek
artists, displayed in a stunning turquoise and cream colored space!
14 Mitropoleos Str., +30 22890 77949.

KESSARIS - ORA KESSARIS

JOHN DIMOTSIS

The art of jewelry has kept its rendez-vous with haute horlogerie in one
mythical place: at Kessaris in Chora for decades. Now, this excellent
connection can also be found at the new store in Nammos Village. Here
you can highlight yourself with exquisite Kessaris creations and you can
also admire the creations of the firms BVLGARI, De Grisogono, Loree

desirable items
Rodkin, Aaron Basha, Pippo Perez, Roberto
Demeglio, Rolex, A.Lange&Sohne, Harry
Winston, Richard Mille, Panerai, IWC, JaegerLeCoultre, Zenith, Tudor, Longines, Tissot,
Tag Heuer, U-Boat, GaGa Milano, Omega
and Wintex, as well as the finest office supplies
and watch accessories. Kessaris Mykonos: 58 Mat.
Andronikou Str., +30 22890 22880, Kessaris in Nammos
Village Psarou, +30 22890 22376, kessaris.gr

MARIKA’S BOUTIQUE
A love at first sight, a shop that will make you
join the island style. Cotton linen and silk
dresses at their best expressions made by Join
Clothes will definitely satisfy your cravings and
you will find them exclusively here. You can
choose from accessories, caftans beachwear and
selected menswear all inspired by the island’s
breeze, while Marika’s team will make your
shopping a unique experience. 39 Kouzi Georgouli

Str., +30 22890 22285

MINAS
If the island was a jewel, it would have been
a masterpiece created by Minas, the most

Clockwise from left:
Tyto, Minas, Marika’s,
Kessaris-Ora Kessaris.

famous jewelry designer on Mykonos. From the Jolly Roger and the
Girl from Rio, to the double star every design by the talented Minas is,
literally, a small work of art. And do not forget, the creative items and
decorative pieces which add another artistic touch at home or as a gift
to a loved one. Fortunately, his sons seem to have inherited his talent which means that the shop that looks like a gallery, is expected to be a
reference point on the island, for many years to come. Aghias Kyriakis Sq., +

30 22890 27320, shop.minastudio.com

ROUSOUNELOS
Want to see the new Rolex and Cartier collections? You have no
choice but to come to Rousounelos shop. Here visitors come to
Mykonos, loyal fans of luxury, to see the collections of their favourite
watches. The hospitable shop also exposes more world-class treasures,
such as Vacheron Constantin, Audemars Piguet, Patek Philippe,
Breitling, Tudor and TechnoMarine. For two generations the
Rousounelos family of Mykonos has proudly served as the official
representative for such prestigious watchmakers. 32 Matoyianni Str., +30
22890 22797, rousounelos.com

TYTO
A fine new boutique for stylish people who seek excellent presents,
but also their new summer outfit. Shoes and sandals, bags and hats,
also airy dresses, colourful kaftans and embroidered shirts for your
summer look. Your goal agrees with the shop’s philosophy: refined choices.
All in the service of an enchanting boho ensemble or for many items that
will attract appreciative eyes. With timeless designs and endless choices,
you’ll definitely need a lot of time to choose. 45 M. Andronikou Str., +30 22890 22420
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top services

DREAM TEAMS
FRANCESKA KALAMARA
Boasting the motto “Mykonos Dream Living”, the Villa Specialists are
here to help you find the dream spot that will offer you an unforgettable
stay on Mykonos. Where do you envision yourself when you think of the
ultimate summer vacation? An idyllic place that looks and feels like heaven,
is the answer. And you will have it on Mykonos, the cosmopolitan island
with luxurious properties and high-end services. Discover the luxury home
of your dreams and indulge in precious moments of relaxation with captivating views of the blue Aegean sea. Specializing in luxury residential real
estate, they are delighted to present their exquisite collection of the best
Mykonos villas for sale or to rent, featuring abundant living spaces, gorgeous infinity swimming pools and dramatically stunning sea views.
+30 6945 636130, franceska.properties

SUPERIOR AIR
Have you dreamed of an air travel while having your holidays on Mykonos?
Now, you can actually live it thanks to Superior Air, the first helicopter charter
company who has part of its fleet based on Mykonos. Whether you want to
visit Santorini, Koufonisia or Patmos, Superior Air can get you there in 20-40
minutes. Experiences and dreams should not be limited and Superior Air is
here to make island hopping a wonderful trip. +30 22967 72018, superior-air.gr

MYKONOS YACHTING
With more than 20 years of expertise, the company leads a high-quality
fleet and offers personalized services to all customers. The experienced and
qualified personnel guarantees the best of service in a 24/7 basis, as well as
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high safety and security standards. At this very
moment Mykonos Yachting owns 9 yachts and
the personnel will be next to you before your trip
and throughout your cruise to make sure everything runs smoothly and seamlessly. Do not
forget the glassbottom cruises: Having as a starting point Platis Gialos Port, you will cruise very
close to the famous beaches of Paraga, Paradise,
Super Paradise, Agrari, Elia, Kalo Livadi, Aghia
Anna, Kalafatis, Lia and Fragkia.
Platis Gialos, +30 22890 28660, mykonosyachting.gr

ICAR MYKONOS CAR RENTAL
Having gained valuable experience though the
years in demanding customer service and the
provision of high standard vehicles and cars in
Mykonos, the ICAR luxury car rental offers a
wide range of car models and car sizes for fulfilling all customer needs. ICAR is the leading
luxury car rental Greece operating for more than
25 years in Mykonos market. It is distinguished
for its quality and value, while the average age of
the cars is below 6 months, which are constantly
maintained and always checked, making ICAR a
top choice. Airport Road +30 22890 72280, icar.gr

At your service!
From seeking properties
and enjoy private cruises to
winning the impressions,
Mykonos is the island
that has it all -and offers
everything in the best
quality and professionalism.

No difference at all.

The only car rental company
in Mykonos with electric cars
Brand new fleet Luxury and special vehicles Vehicles Villa Delivery Complimentary Valet Parking in Town 24 H Assistance
T +30 22890 72280 M +30 6980 50 8000 www.icar.gr

SUMMER TREASURES

Glamorous thrills
DEDICATE THIS SUMMER TO THESE SHINY AND LUXURIOUS ITEMS THAT WILL MAKE
YOUR APPEARANCE SPARKLING AT ALL TIMES.

06

01

02
03

04

05

1. Gold bracelet and ring, D.S. Gold Jewellery. 2. Ops handcrafted leather and cross-stitch pochette bag, Jardin of Mykonos. 3. Slippers Lakis Gavalas
Accessories, Tytò Mykonos. 4. Ring with diamonds and sapphires, D.S. Gold Jewellery. 5. Earrings with gold plated silver and pulverised stone, Zinas
Dimitris, Tytò Mykonos. 6. Bohemian colourfull maxi dress, Jardin of Mykonos.
• D.S. Gold Jewellery: Aghia Anna, +30 22890 25251 • Jardin of Mykonos: 23 Mitropoleos Str. Chora, +30 22890 27451
• Tytò Mykonos: Matogianni Str., +30 22890 22420
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TRANSFERS - SIGHTSEEING TOURS - DAYTRIPS
12 Minoas St., Megara, Greece tel +30 2296 772018 +30 2296 080255 www.superior-air.gr info@superior-air.gr

TASTE TEMPLES

flavour parade
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Cosmopolitan, traditional, creative,
alternative and exotic, you will
be enchanted by the Mykonian
restaurants.
BEEFBAR ON THE COAST IN MYKONOS
Beefbar breaks tradition with the rigid codes of high end steakhouses.
Riccardo Giraudi envisioned a destination for discerning carnivores
with a modern feel. The concept works on contrasts: unpretentious food
yet extremely high quality products. The architecture is both sober &
luxurious. These are the general characteristics, but Beefbar on the Coast
in Mykonos also breaks tradition with all the other Beefbars, as it is the
only located next to the sea. So unique, so different, so Beefbar on the
Coast in Mykonos. Aghios Ioannis, +30 6956600169, 22890 77865, mykonos.beefbar.com

BILL & COO GASTRONOMY PROJECT
Here, in this wonderful, cosmopolitan space with the divine view of

OTI APOMEINE

the ocean, where all the senses soar, flavour
is one of the restaurant’s greatest advantages.
Aromas, smells and flavours that marry East
and West, through the inspired recipes of
chef Ntinos Fotinakis, based always on the
Greek, organic products of the beloved island.
Bill & Coo Suites & Lounge, Megali Ammos, +30

A totally relaxing and calm environment, that takes you back to the
good old days and the authentic tavernas. The passion for traditional
Mediterranean cuisine and the fresh ingredients, produce an excellent
result and dishes that make the senses soar. The zucchini balls, the
salads, the spicy cheese spread, the pittas, but particularly the roasts
and especially the piglet, are famous for decades. Before you leave, try
the spoon sweets, with the amazing aromas of local fruits Ano Mera, +30

22890 26292, bill-coo-hotel.com

22890 71534, otiapomeine.gr

KOURSAROS
In a pirate setting, in Chora, near Little
Venice, the simple yet imposing restaurant,
takes you on a journey with its design,
atmosphere and particularly with its special
flavours. Specialising in fish and seafood,
the famous restaurant has devoted followers,
that never pass a chance to check in. And for
those that love Asian flavours, here they’ll
find their hangout!
Meletopoulos Sq., +30 22890 78140

PINKY BEACH

Clockwise from left:
The all white minimal
decor of Koursaros. Do it
like a local and taste the
traditional recipes of Oto
Apomeine. Fine dining
with a view at Bill&Coo
Gastronomy Project.

A new spot, a new beach, the same philosophy, the same fun.
The famous beach bar restaurant has been moved to Aghia
Anna (Paraga) and keeps up offering the same feeling and
beach experiences. Always dedicated to joy, relax and all day fun.
Thus, lie on a sun bed and combine your swim with cocktails and
champagne drinks, sea view and exhilarating beats along with classic
or exotic delicacies. Dancing is also on the menu and it is on you to
decide when you should start show your moves.

Aghia Anna, Paraga, +30 22890 28497
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REMEZZO
If you’re a demanding connoisseur that’s interested in clean, authentic
flavours, ethnic food and an up-to-date international wine list, then
Remezzo is your only choice. In a unique space with an expansive
view of the Aegean blue, the restaurant has been the meeting point
of many visitors for decades, who naturally remain loyal devotees. Its
cuisine is influenced by the culture of many countries, with a focus on
fresh seafood. For those who love meat or are vegetarian, the chef will
surprise them with his choice recipes. Can you think of a better way
to enjoy a sunset in Mykonos? Polikandrioti Str., +30 22890 25700, remezzomykonos.com

SALE E PEPE
The restaurant has associated itself with Mykonos, bringing Italian
cuisine even closer to the Island of the Winds. Its story has been
infinitely flavourful, since the first day it opened for business on the
island, becoming a delicious myth. The restaurant’s idyllic space will
bestow to you unforgettable summer evenings, with gastronomic
events and intense Mediterranean flavours that delight the palate.
The beloved Sale e Pepe is inspired by Italian tradition and composes
unique recipes of organic ingredients and fresh aromatic herbs that
will impress you. There’s also a special space with a romantic view for
your private gatherings. 34 Artakinou Str., +30 22890 24207
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Clockwise from left:
The new ambience of
Pinky Beach by the sea.
Seafood has a prominent
position at Sale E Pepe’s
menu. The summery
ssettimg of Beefbar On
The Coast in Mykonos. A
creative summer dish at
Remezzo.
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nightlife

FUN ZONES
ASTRA

otic tastes in extraterrestrial scenery. The light and refreshing signature
cocktails of Bill & Coo Lounge Bar are served within a stylish, cosmopolitan yet unpretentious and relaxed ambience by the pool. Bill &
Coo Lounge Bar prepares an array of cocktails and light snacks, perfect
for those Mykonian sunsets with a stunning sea view. Bill & Coo Suites &

It welcomes you to its 31st summer proving
its classic presence in time and style. Its history has been written in its consistent characteristics, and in its famous guests, such as
the rock legend Keith Richards and Monaco’s
young royalty Andrea Casiraghi. And it is still
receiving great success with its hip music, the
rock influences, the special events and fashion
evenings which attract among others, Greek
and foreign showbiz personalities. Chora, +30

Lounge, Megali Ammos, +30 22890 26292, bill-coo-hotel.com

CAVO PARADISO
World famous for its parties, the most celebrated club in Greece attracts
thousands of people to the island every summer that will come to enjoy
some of the greatest dj sets in the music industry, while all party fans
wait impatiently for its full moon party in August. Whenever you may
visit it, there is always a good reason to celebrate a night full of music
and dance. Note that you can choose its new space upstairs to organize
your special event. Paradise, day phone: +30 22890 27205, club phone: +30 22890 27205,

22890 24767, astra-mykonos.com

BEEFBAR ON THE COAST IN MYKONOS
Boasting a select wine and champagne list from
Greece, France, Italy and Germany, Beefbar is
your new destination for quality drinks and a
night full of music and entertainment. Apart
from the classic cocktails, what about a BeefBar
Sunrise, a Peruvian Soul or a Fallen Star cocktail?
Wait, there’s more; you can make your personalized cocktail here. All you need to do is let the
mixologists know your favourite flavours and they
will design your own cocktail. Aghios Ioannis, +30

6956600169, 22890 77865, mykonos.beefbar.com

BILL & COO LOUNGE BAR
Blend the energy of summer with mouth teasing flavors and quench your thirst with ex-

reservations of the day: +30 6948504989, cavoparadiso.gr

PINKY BEACH
Clockwise from left:
Preparing imaginative
cocktails at Remezzo,
brake the ice with a
refreshing drink at
Beefbar on the Coast in
Mykonos, do not miss
the chance to enjoy an
alternative cocktail at Bill
& Coo Lounge, the night
is long at Pinky Beach,
dance is the big heat at
Cavo Paradiso.

Nights by the sea become thrilling at the new location of Pinky Beach. Always dedicated to joy, relax and all day fun, the famous beach bar restaurant
has been moved to Aghia Anna (Paraga) and its loyal followers has already
made it their new haunt. Thus, after your swim, return here at night for cocktails and champagne drinks, sea view and exhilarating beats along with classic
or exotic delicacies. Dancing is also on the menu and it is on you to decide
when you should start show your moves. Aghia Anna, Paraga, +30 22890 28497

REMEZZO
Boasting new spectacular events, it welcomes you to a great Greek dinner under the sunset and to the party which always comes next. Then
head at the historical restaurant and cocktail bar and make your own
unforgettable memories in its renovated and exquisite scenery totally in
white. This is a place for the art of entertainment offering special guest
DJs and parties for over 170 people in a magnificent spot with stunning views. So, make sure that you will be part of Remezzo’s legendary
nights. Polikandrioti Str., Chora, remezzo-mykonos.com

VOID
While still holding to its Mykonian minimal design roots, this is a venue
that brings together both past and future design languages. Boasting 2
expansive bars and a dance floor provides the perfect space to enjoy “the
void” lighting installation, and the immersive sound provided by the DJ
perched directly above. Overlooking the bars and dance floor, with the
best views in the house, level two hosts the unique and bespoke tables.
Lakka, +306944811360
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CHRISTOS DRAZOS

shortbreak
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INSIDE
DOWNTOWN
Four ways to enjoy a short break in Athens in the heart of the summer
and 18 reasons to stroll around the city and make the most out of it.
THE CLASSIC ROUTE
SO
NO
SS
TR
.

A visit to the Acropolis is considered complete only when you have seen
the Ancient Agora, where the city’s social life once flourished. The Stoa of
Attalos houses a museum which hides many surprise artefacts associated
with the everyday and political life of the Athenians. On exiting the Temple
of Hephaestus, head to Thission, where you will discover Herakleidon
Museum, a museum about technology and the arts (herakleidon-art.gr).
Stop for brunch at the The Underdog and try their award-winning coffee
(underdog.gr). It’s now time to unwind a little at the state-of-the-art
Hammam Baths (hammam.gr) and off you go for the last unique romantic
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THE ART ROUTE
Start with a coffee in one of the city’s finest gardens, the café of the
Numismatic Museum in Athens (nummus.gr). Walk on to Benaki’s central
building to visit the periodical exhibition titled “Photographs of Joan Leigh
Fermor: Artist and Lover” (23/5-21/10, benaki.gr) and then head to the
Museum of Cycladic Art for the unique first exhibition of George Condo
in Greece (until 14/10, cycladic.gr). It’s time for a coffee and snack at the
cosmopolitan Zonars (zonarsathens.gr). After that the endless list of choices
for your night outing are bound to keep you downtown.
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After the Cycladic landscape and the island architecture, the ancient
buildings of the Classical period in Athens are the perfect finale to
your Greek experience. Climb to the top of the Sacred Rock, admire
the Parthenon and then take a scenic walk to the Acropolis Museum
(theacropolismuseum.gr). There you will have the chance to live again the
“ascent”, but this time within the museum grounds, observing the exhibits
on your way up. Following in the steps of history, don’t miss a visit to the
Museum of Greek Folk Art (melt.gr) and its traditional buildings, such as
the Bath House of the Winds and the Museum of Musical Instruments.
Stop at the brand new Spit Jack meat restaurant (spitjack.gr) and use
up the rest of your time to admire the design gems at Forget Me Not
(forgetmenotathens.gr) and the art jewelry on 18 Frynihou Str. store.
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experience in the city: a movie night at the Cine
Thisio open air cinema (cine-thisio.gr).

THE FUN ROUTE
The rhythm of the night is pounding strong
around Agia Irini square and that is no
coincidence. You see, here you will find one
of the best bars in the world, The Clumsies
(theclumsies.gr), where you will taste ingenious
drinks and watch almost the entire city walk by.
Then again if you are eager to check out the city’s
first vermoutherie, head to Odori (2 Skouleniou
Str.) and get flabbergasted by its flavours. For a
more evocative ambience Noel is your number
one choice (noelbar.gr).

Clockwise: A romantic walk
in Plaka during the sunset,
the Acropolis Museum, the
“green” Cycladic Cafe offers
Greek delicacies at Museum
of Cycladic Art, a view
from the Roman Agora just
next to the Ancient Agora,
a drink and the entrance of
The Clumsies.
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